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Learn about Game Tester Application

Have you ever thought of becoming a video game tester? Many people love to play games - in fact, some
are addicted. However, in this tough economy it may be the solution to your financial worries.

Jan. 17, 2010 - PRLog -- Have you ever thought of becoming a video game tester?  Many people love to
play games - in fact, some are addicted.  However, in this tough economy it may be the solution to your
financial worries. Video game testers are very well paid and you can enjoy the comfort of working at home
for most of time. A good game tester application includes three important factors. They are...

Visit
(http://www.articlesbase.com/video-games-articles/learn-about-game-tester-application-1569220.html) for
more information on Game Tester Application.

1. A Solid Resume

In order to stand out from the crowd of aspiring game testers, it is critical that you create a strong resume
that will truly showcase not only your passion for video games, but will also highlight why your
prospective employer should hire you for the job.

You have to tell others how many games you've played, the ones you own and anything convincing to make
them give you a testing job. The most convincing part of a resume is the next factor -- Good Experience.
Experience counts.

2. Some Good Experience

Experience is very important to your game tester job applications. How to gain experience?
One of the ways is to become a great tester before you even fill out an video game tester application for the
position of game beta tester. Just start paying attention to some of the more technical aspects of a game
while you're playing it, pay attention to any glitches or bugs you seem to run across and exactly where you
find them in a game.

Do not be afraid to ask your difficulties about the programming of a game or even giving valid suggestions.
Begin to keep a log while playing games, this will slowly evolve you into the type of mind set necessary for
a video game tester career.

3. The Right Knowledge of How and Where to Find Jobs

Video game testing is still a fairly small niche among the job field, so it is hard for prospective testers to
find quality information.

The first places to check are websites of major game companies. Besides, gaming forums and forums for
game testers are also a good idea to join.  You can ask questions and get help from experienced game
testers – and frequently these forums have sections for potential game testers.  You can learn from people,
as they can usually point you in the right direction.

Even though game developers need video game testers on a constant basis, most of them don't advertise it.
So another good choice is to join some membership sites that can help you find jobs.  But make sure before
you join any sites or download any employment guides that you know exactly what you’re getting.  You
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could write letters to them and the site’s owner should answer all your questions.

Gamer Testing Ground has a list of hundred of game companies that are looking to hire new person to fill
the position. For it is created by those who are working for various gaming companies, it can provide you
with the inside information from game company, and it consistently posts the most up to date gaming jobs.

Your success of game tester applications depends on how much effort you put into it and if you make your
efforts in the right way. As an amateur game tester, you need some guide from professional game tester.
Start your effort from joining Gamer Testing Ground Now!

Visit (http://www.myvideogames123.com/Gamer-Testing-Ground-Revie...) for more information on Game
Tester Application.
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